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Abstract: This paper introduces state-of-the-art possibilities for using smart contracts capabilities
for governance. Assisted by blockchain, the use of these tools can provide a transition that society
currently needs due the huge amount of information that reaches citizens. The core mechanism of
this study lies within the scope of smart accounts and digital identities. These topics enclose smart
cities trends that seek to increase citizens’ participation in the social decision making process, in a
transparent way that is usually managed throughout decentralized systems. We define a set of
available features that can automatically guide the flow of resources, after the conclusions of voting
processes also conducted on trusted environments of distributed ledgers. By presenting innovative
ideas and didactically describing the possibilities, we aim to promote awareness of blockchain
capabilities among readers, students, decisions makers and, mainly, the younger generation.

Keywords: e-governance; d-governance; blockchain; distributed ledgers; smart contract; smart
accounts; digital identity; voting

Key Contribution: Discusses the potential that smart contracts specifically designed for managing
public funds have on the scope of smart cities. Contributes with an updated vision on digital
identities. Introduces smart accounts and its distinct future applications.

1. Introduction

Modern sets of tools, mostly open-source, are bringing the possibility of using
technology that was, just a couple of years ago, restricted to special applications and
a few individuals in society. One of the implications of spreading the access of these
tools is the creation of awareness about how software can boost transparency and trust.
Among those technologies, cryptography operations are a set of tools that are now
becoming widely available from simple communication applications to the new world
of blockchain.

Throughout history, ciphers and other forms of cryptography have been used by
poets, emperors, artists and craftsmen in order to protected information [1]. Currently,
its use has been extended as requirements of distinct applications that are daily accessed
such digital public key certificates such as TLS [2,3]. Those are core components for mov-
ing towards the social need of promoting Decentralized Governance (d-Governance),
which has connections with the scope of Smart Cities (SC) [4]. The core of any form of
governance lies on negotiation. In the field of Multi-Agent Systems (MAS) [5], negoti-
ation is also the core for reaching agreements and usually involves voting, bargain or
auctions. Distributed computing relies on these pillar when they need to reach agree-
ments. What has changed now, with recent advances on cryptography and blockchain, is
the transparency and openness surrounding those operations. From Internet-of-Things
(IoT) [6] equipment to the power that Internet-of-Value (IoV) [7] can bring to society,
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blockchain has been flooding computer scientists with cutting-edge tools. There is no
single definition and ideal understanding of the smart city in the literature and, more-
over, the very existence of a smart city is discussed by many authors. Therefore, there is
a great complexity, both theoretical and empirical, regarding the emergence of artificial
intelligence in cities. The doubts surpass the theories and empirical studies currently
present in urban studies. However, the vast majority of concepts bring together similar
aspects that allow a better understanding of the topic, as proposed by ([8] pp. 1–2), “the
portfolio of a smart city normally includes smart grids, smart sensors and IoT technolo-
gies, deployed to produce large volumes of data on the metabolism of cities regarding,
for instance, energy consumption and mobility”. According to the smart urbanism
approach, the use of big data aims to create scientific understanding of how to improve
cities and their sustainability. Smart city projects are powered by rapid technological
innovation processes. In this way, as a new type of smart urban technology enters the
market, the dynamics of smart urbanism are consequently changed [8].

On another innovation front, SC [9] concepts involves optimizations on cities’
daily services and interaction with services, while blockchain adds trust in the flow of
information and data storage. In this paper, we emphasize how these tools can guide
governance in smart cities in a way to manage, audit and control funds. For this reason,
we introduce a new mechanism for automatically creating smart accounts, defined as
SMart ACcount COmposer (SMACCO). As described in the study of Oliveira et al. [7],
there are different layers of challenges for connecting citizens and technology on smart
cities, and, surely, governance is a key aspect of it. The extrapolation of smart cities
tools for e-governance has a disruptive potential [10] for changing the relationship
between decision makers and citizens. Distinct platforms and framework are boosting
social participation [11]. On the other hand, the use of blockchain, and tools such as
the one introduced in this paper, has the potential of connecting e-governance with a
concrete way for managing funds and controlled contract accesses for public assets in a
transparent way. Motivated by a global effort in digitalization and social participation,
we present arguments and a cutting-edge technology that the authors have been working
on and investigating over these last few years.

The remainder of this paper has four sections. Section 2 emphasizes the emergence
of e-governance concepts with the rise of the Internet. Section 3 presents a background
on blockchain and its role for trustless systems. Digital identities are introduced at
Section 3.3, presenting a real case of study about the development on a public Blockchain.
Section 3.4 presents the framework for creating Smart Accounts (SA). Section 4 presents
the innovative connection between smart accounts and decentralized governance, pre-
senting a perspective for its use on the scope of smart cities. Finally, Section 5 draws
final considerations and possible future research directions that may involve policy and
development of products connected with the smart cities trend.

2. Internet and the Rise of e-Governance

Smart cities cover governance and the way citizens interact with services [7]. Politi-
cal representation is strongly impacted by a change on this infrastructure, which has been
historically linked exclusively to political parties [12]. In this context, the communication
advances by creating autonomous and democratic public spaces that favor the free flow
of information, opening possibilities to debate the social problems and the formation of
critical public opinion [13].

To develop and evolve, cyberdemocracy [14] depends on its own practice. There are
few experiences and little commitment to affect the institutions and current processes, but
it is important to think in balanced sociopolitical transformations. In a long-term vision,
it is necessary to think in terms of Information and Communication Technologies (ICT)
as a way to break the technological and procedural limitations [15]. Thus, the creation of
tools that assist decision making can promote adoption that increases transparency and
reduces undesired costs.
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Between the democratic possibilities that the Internet grants, there may be em-
powerment of political parties, activists, and interest groups, especially those that mass
media ignores or diminishes, such as indigenous people who are gaining access to
several forms of modern technology. The actual evidence indicates that many changes
are caused by the Internet, for example, in the way people conduct social and business
relations. However, there is still no great impact on political participation or political
power redistribution [16]. In this regard, this work contributes to discuss tools that
directly impact the political participation in a manner to control public funds (as well as
private funds, which can be safely managed throughout the use of smart contracts).

On the other hand, political practices in the Internet can follow a similar course
as the business practices that have been adjusting to the virtual environment, such as
in the current COVID-19 pandemic. In Brazil, the Supreme Court has been conducting
virtual meetings in order to keep the process judgements and discussions during the
COVID-19 pandemic. Around the globe, other instances of the legislative and judiciary
power are also moving to Internet-based home-offices. All these changes have poten-
tial to strengthen open spaces for discussions and to increase the number of citizens
interested in participating in web politics [17]. Coelho et al. [18] described a system that
could handle legislative and judicial processes with social participation throughout a
multi-criteria analysis of all persons involved in the process. However, no work from
the literature has yet tackled how this modern concept of digital interaction can be
boosted in a direct way to motivate society to handle the economic aspects of the current
political administration.

The Internet has been proportioning the creation and development of a series of
tools by the government, which provide conditions to maintain the electronic governance.
Some of the landmarks are: in 1994, in Minnesota (USA), the Minnesota e-democracy
emerged to provide information about candidates and their proposals [19]; in the USA,
possibilities were opened for citizens to express their opinions and debate local political
questions in different spheres; in the United Kingdom, the UK Citizens Online Democracy
was created in order to connect information and promote an open space for political
debating [20]; in 2003, the European Union launched the vote for the EU We Want,
a space of supra state interest to increase citizens participation and allow votes on
topics of citizens’ interests [21]. Despite a constant fight between involved agents, the
democratic process has been based on innovative forms of participation, which go from
the incorporation of new tools and social actors to the redefinition of identities and
affiliations, especially the local ones [22].

The online participation forms became part of the debate about the Internet’s
potential to promote transformations in the democratic context, making the political
engagement more tangible. The changes happen, especially, by the growth of virtual
communities and collaborative platforms, for example, by political blogs and social
networks [23]. As a result of these and other experiences around the world, it becomes
clearer that when the participation is important and diversified, the Internet has the
potential to became a relevant debate arena. In such cases, it can contribute for the prop-
agation of deliberative values for different opinions and decision levels. The discussion
scenario in the Internet can be strengthened as communication is facilitated and a variety
of topics can come up for discussion. This is connected with Liquid Democracy [24,25],
which involves voting pools using an open-source software LiquidFeedback. These con-
cepts also have potential for being extended to blockchain [26], which is related with
discussions introduced in this current paper.

3. Decentralized Governance: Blockchain and the Rise of Trusted e-Governance

The pioneer efforts on Bitcoin [27] were focused on creating the basis for a network
able to automatically perform cryptographic transfer of a digital asset, namely Bitcoin.
Bitcoins are created in a systematic Proof-of-Work (PoW) mechanism, in which coins
are forged every 10 min following the original protocol. As more hashing power is
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connected to the network (there are more computers mining or the hardware has been
improved) blocks are found easier (lower times). However, the protocol is able to adjust
the difficulty of the PoW algorithm in order to keep the generation of each block every
10 min. Thus, as soon as more hashing power is added, the network adjusts its difficulty
in order to keep the standard 10 min blocks. On the other hand, when hashing power
is reduced, the network will deterministically reduce its mining difficulty. Currently,
around March 2021, the current hashing power has already reached 150 Exa Hash [28].

The simplicity of Bitcoin’s design allows massive decentralization and the ability
to boost the industry to create dedicated hardware for mining the network challenge.
However, it has physicals limitations and implied energy costs are boosting the use of
other innovative consensus mechanisms such as the Delegated Byzantine Fault Tolerant
(dBFT), an algorithm developed for the NEO Blockchain [29]. The latter is a pioneer
algorithm inspired on the Practical BFT and is able to generate one-finality blocks, which,
differently than bitcoin, can never be reversed (see Bitcoin Deep Chain Reorganization [30]).

Bitcoin brought with it the concept of Smart Contracts, which involves the creation
of personalized scripts that deterministically executes instructions according to specific
parameters inputs. On the other hand, more complex scripts required the use of Turing
Complete mechanisms, in which NEO Blockchain and Ethereum [31] provided such
solutions with their loop-based virtual machines. These extensions provide flexibility
but more complexity in the security system and programming languages.

The existence of different paradigms allows competition and costs to be reduced,
while the trust can still be chosen according to the application needs. In this section, we
introduce the label d-Governance (Section 3.1) as a decentralized trusted e-Governance,
in a way to emphasize what Blockchain is bringing to governance systems. When we
mention Blockchain for governance, a key point is the Digital Identities, presented
and discussed at Section 3.3. Added to this, governance often has the requirement to
distribute and manage resources. In this sense, smart contracts for managing decisions
and automatic guide the use of resources are introduced in Section 3.4.

3.1. Blockchain and Trust

Trust, in the first view, surely involves the certainty in which parties are allowed to
participate. For some cases, once allowed, their identity is not of great importance since
trust is inherent to the result.

In modern systems, such as a distributed ledger, the trust is then obtained by a
combination of cryptographic operations linked with timestamps and agreements made
via consensus protocols. For achieving a combination of efficiency and trust, the use
of private and public chains is surely suitable. The fully distributed architecture of
well-recognized blockchain networks provides redundancy. On such cases, certificates
are publicly available, ensuring the state of the information publicly while the private
chain ensures a better cost performance. In addition, on private networks, specific
stakeholders can play a crucial role for dividing the burden of handling the information.
Considering each country and its specific regulations, advances towards private chains
are surely necessary for replacing historical ICT infrastructures that has been running on
public administration and banks.

According to each application and jurisdiction, after the voting process, citizens
should not be allowed to disclose their voting due to distinct political reasons. It is
even possible, with cutting-edge technologies, such as Shamir Secret [32] and other
Homomorphic Encryption [33] techniques, that we block individuals to prove their
decisions without an approval of other involved parties.

Blockchain, in any form, can provide the trust defined in its protocol. Users and
entities needs to be aware about its limitations and specifications. Different models and
systems have distinct requirements for achieving trust and, basically, we can summarize
this feature similarly as the double-spending of assets, which most of the blockchains
always try to solve and handle. Considering this basic structure composed of consensus
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mechanisms, plus accounts and operations that are cryptographically safe, we can
achieve the desired level of trust that we are searching for, exemplifying the potential
applications of the smart accounts described in this paper.

3.2. On the Importance of Security

In our perspective, it is not possible to reverse the smart city agenda, with a view
to the adoption of technologies and strategies by municipal authorities worldwide,
but it is not too late to recognize vulnerabilities, threats and security risks, so as to
develop mitigation strategies for these issues. The problem is that not enough has been
done to reduce security risks, and discussions about security and infrastructure have
been ignored in the social sciences and urban studies, being left to the responsibility of
computer science, engineering and market solutions, for example. Building smart cities
cannot be reduced to creating a system of systems, but it requires an understanding of
the city as a whole, as a diverse set of places that concern not only the technical aspect,
but the potential social and economic consequences of risks and opportunities of security
and smart urbanism [34].

A current problem that promises to increase in the future are the vulnerabilities
of smart cities, cyberattacks and cyberterrorism. According to Kitchin and Dodge ([34]
p. 61), “present strategies for addressing the vulnerabilities and risks posed by the mass
adoption of networked technologies for city management are woefully inadequate and
predominantly rely on existing technical and training mitigation strategies and market-
led solutions”. In their work, they advocate a series of actions necessary to increase the
security of smart cities, such as:

(a) That mitigation strategies are expanded and deepened, including security for all
acquisitions focused on infrastructure;

(b) The carrying out of a wide evaluation of the urban infrastructures and information
systems that already exist, as well as the correction or replacement of corrective
security, the formation of central security and computer emergency response
teams of the city administrations;

(c) A radical change in safety training and continuous professional development
in the public and commercial sectors, creating a context that is not simply led
by the market, but that is managed and supervised broadly and actively in
accordance with the best safety standards practices, municipal policy and third-
party service contracts;

(d) That greater and more serious attention be given to the preventive approach to
security, not only to the most urgent ones as is normally the case, but to simple
issues that can result in future problems;

(e) The use of blockchains for access, control and authentication, as well as other
technical solutions that reduce the vulnerabilities of smart cities.

In this sense, we highlight one extra action topic, related to the security of private
information of citizens, as preventing citizen privacy violation and sensitive information
disclosure may ultimately be related to adopting privacy-by-design principles [35],
which is within the scope of modern blockchain-based digital identity protocols.

3.3. On the Importance of Digital Identities

The use of Digital Identities is an emerging set of features that has been recently
under consideration for distinct applications. For now, let us consider that we have an
identity with those two desired properties:

Definition 1 (Self-Sovereignty). A digital identity provides self-sovereignty over personal data.

Definition 2 (Anonymity). A digital identity has to ensure optional anonymity.
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Since its creation, NEO Blockchain proposed in its White Paper [29] the use of
NEO-ID. Neo Core Developers and the Community plan to chose an embedded protocol
for Digital Identity for running native on the public Blockchain. Currently, there are
three different proposals for managing digital identities on a public blockchain [36–38].
A discussion that may possible select the most suitable Digital Identity proposal to be
natively embedded on Neo Blockchain can be seen in the Github. https://github.com/
neo-project/neo/issues/1304 (accessed on 5 April 2021) .

AthenaID is designed by Neo Global Development team, presented in the first line
of Table 1, and suggests to provides a transformation from “trust or not” into “how
much trust”. It also comments about subjectiveness, providing a system that enables
different evaluation results under the same conditions according to the entity. SeraphID
is designed by Swisscom Blockchain, and has a variety of options with the simplicity
of just four roles with basic functions. VividID is designed by Moonlight, and also
has a good simplicity and an interesting scheme for Profiles and access grants. On the
other hand, as highlighted, the last two would not provide a direct access for reputation
systems, which provides good possibilities for several systems, such as an online journal
that needs a peer-review process.

Table 1. Comparisons of proposed digital identities for Neo Blockchain.

Proposal Features Advantages Disadvantages

AthenaID [36]

• Basic functions (issue, verify
and manage);

• Trust value provided by differ-
ent entities (trustor; trustee and
recommender);

• Limited scope of authorization
per identity;

• Game model for user behavior.

Interesting and innovative
Trust Graph system, which
provides scalability and dif-
ferent levels of trust. There
is also a novel game the-
ory model for governance, in
which entities will have rea-
son to engage in trustwor-
thy behavior and be deterred
from malicious activities.

It is more complicated to
be implemented.

SeraphID [38]
• Basic functions (issue, verify

and manage);

Its simplicity in implementa-
tion and solid defined roles
(issuer, verifier, holder and
root-of-trust manager).

Can not be directly used
in scenarios such as reputa-
tion systems.

VividID [37]

• Basic functions (issue, verify
and manage);

• Different grant access
(read, write and admin)
throughout claims;

• Different encryption formats;

Proposes the definition of
a structure for Claims as
an Standard of the Neo
Blockchain; Native use
of Profiles which grants
an entity the possibility
to access a collection of
attestations together.

Can not be directly used
in scenarios such as reputa-
tion systems.

3.4. Smart Accounts for Assets Management

Smart contracts connect codes to a generic virtual machines which can execute
arbitrary logic, while smart accounts are created with a framework introduced in this
work that involves a simple JavaScript Object Notation (JSON). This simple JSON nota-
tion can be seen as a programming language for assets management. From the JSON
specification with the desired smart account features, a C# is generated, thus, the JSON’s
smart accounts are translated into standard smart contracts codes. In this direction,
we propose a tool for generating smart accounts called SMart ACcount COmposer
(SMACCO), that can be found available at https://neoresearch.io/smacco/(The cur-
rent (accessed on 5 April 2021). open-source code of SMACCO is hosted at Github:

https://github.com/neo-project/neo/issues/1304
https://github.com/neo-project/neo/issues/1304
https://neoresearch.io/smacco/
https://github.com/NeoResearch/neo-smacco
https://github.com/NeoResearch/neo-smacco
https://github.com/NeoResearch/neo-smacco
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https://github.com/NeoResearch/neo-smacco for the code; and https://github.com/
NeoResearch/smacco for the website (accessed on 5 April 2021)). For instance, the code
presented in Algorithm 1 exemplifies the most simple account type, which is a basic IF
that checks if the account signature is correct (using the CHECKSIG operation code), as
illustrated at Figure 1.

Algorithm 1 Code in JSON format for a simple single account.

{
"standard": "smacco-1.0",
"input_type": "single",
"pubkey_list": [
"036245f426b4522e8a2901be6ccc1f71e37dc376726cc6665d80c5997e240568fb"

],
"rule": {
"rule_type": "ALLOW_IF",
"condition": {
"condition_type": "CHECKSIG"

}
}

}

Figure 1. Flowchart of the single account presented in Algorithm 1.

Time conditions are also of crucial importance and they can define how funds are
only allowed to be used after a certain period, as described in the code outlined at
Algorithm 2 and illustrated at Figure 2.

https://github.com/NeoResearch/neo-smacco
https://github.com/NeoResearch/neo-smacco
https://github.com/NeoResearch/smacco
https://github.com/NeoResearch/smacco
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Algorithm 2 Code in JSON format for a time locked single account.

{
"standard": "smacco-1.0",
"input_type": "single",
"pubkey_list": [
"036245f426b4522e8a2901be6ccc1f71e37dc376726cc6665d80c5997e240568fb"

],
"rules": [
{
"rule_type": "DENY_IF",
"condition": {
"condition_type": "TIMESTAMP_LESS",
"timestamp": "1612996190"

}
},
{
"rule_type": "ALLOW_IF",
"condition": {
"condition_type": "CHECKSIG"

}
}

]
}

Figure 2. Flowchart of the time locked account presented in Algorithm 2.

For completing our basic set of desired features, we also need multi-signature
accounts, which allow funds to be spent when a required number of signatures is
provided, as detailed in the code presented at Algorithm 3 and Figure 3. Algorithm 4
also indicates the equivalent C# smart contract that could be used on the Neo blockchain,
generated from this multi signature JSON specification.
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Algorithm 3 Code in JSON format for a multi signature account.

{
"standard": "smacco-1.0",
"input_type": "array",
"pubkey_list": [
"036245f426b4522e8a2901be6ccc1f71e37dc376726cc6665d80c5997e240568fb",
"0303897394935bb5418b1c1c4cf35513e276c6bd313ddd1330f113ec3dc34fbd0d",
"02e2baf21e36df2007189d05b9e682f4192a101dcdf07eed7d6313625a930874b4"

],
"rule": {
"rule_type": "ALLOW_IF",
"condition": {
"condition_type": "CHECKMULTISIG",
"minimum_required": "2"

}
}

}

Algorithm 4 Smart Contract code in C# that is equivalent to the smart account generated for the multi signature example.

using Neo.SmartContract.Framework;
using Neo.SmartContract.Framework.Services.Neo;
using Neo.SmartContract.Framework.Services.System;

namespace NeoContract1 {
public class Contract1 : SmartContract {

public static readonly byte[] pubkey_0 =
"036245f426b4522e8a2901be6ccc1f71e37dc376726cc6665d80c5997e240568fb".HexToBytes();
public static readonly byte[] pubkey_1 =
"0303897394935bb5418b1c1c4cf35513e276c6bd313ddd1330f113ec3dc34fbd0d".HexToBytes();
public static readonly byte[] pubkey_2 =
"02e2baf21e36df2007189d05b9e682f4192a101dcdf07eed7d6313625a930874b4".HexToBytes();

public static bool CheckMultiSig2_3(byte[][] signatures){
byte[][] vpub = new[] {pubkey_0, pubkey_1, pubkey_2};
byte[][] vsig = new[] {signatures[0], signatures[1]};
return VerifySignatures(vsig, vpub);

}

public static bool Main(byte[][] signatures){
return (CheckMultiSig2_3(signatures));

}
}

}
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Figure 3. Flowchart of the multi signature account presented in Algorithm 3.

4. Smart Accounts and Decentralized Governance

Smart accounts were introduced as a tool for managing digital assets, while gover-
nance was contextualized with most recent advances on digital democracy, blockchain
and digital identities. Summing up all of these concepts, this section emphasizes the
possibility of creating a new paradigm of decentralized governance, which is aligned
with the scope of smart cities. Decentralized governance is achieved with a combination
of tools that promotes an environment that is transparent and respect citizens wishes
such as privacy, furthermore, it is cost efficient and easy to access.

In addition, if we add voting features to the aforementioned smart account, we
could introduce a system in which voting can happen in order to enable flow funds
of an economic proposal. The idea is that an election would be a selection of projects,
and voting would automatically enable this flow of money. The system should not just
register each step of the decision, but also attach the value to each decision. The IoV
concept brings these capabilities for decentralized asset governance with blockchain
based systems.

In this sense, all sovereignty registered digital identities would enable a specific
proposal, which would be a smart account. That smart account would contain all
possible uses of funds that the candidate is going to conduct during their mandate.
Some fields may be blocked in time and directed to other voting process that will be
conducted within the mandate of that candidate. These bids can happen in order to
contract outsourced services in a scheduled and transparent manner. Notoriously, there
could be a percentage of the expendables that could be freely allocated to be used in other
services and emergency cases. In addition, other parcels of unexpected emitted funds
can be included in the proposal by an approval of some entities (this would be the case of
extraordinary issuance of financial assistance such as during the COVID-19 pandemics).

We expect that, in the future, these types of approach for managing public funds
will be adopted along with the use of digital fiduciary currencies, which would also
boost traceability and transparency of financial operations. Table 2 lists some of the
possible applications of the proposed system.
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Table 2. List of possible applications of the proposed system.

Application Descriptions/Observations

Personal Accounts

• The proposed system can become a standard for generating digital accounts since it
provides a simple language digital wallets.

• It can be easily ported to other languages and become compatible with other virtual
machines such as Ethereum.

Business Wallets

• In the same way as Personal Accounts, a company can manage its resources by
generating a set of accounts for each department in a way to clearly manage access,
the use of resources and permissions.

Urban Condominiums

• Permissions for accessing funds of an association or foundation are also within the
range of applications. Residents can control access to the funds and thresholds
for approving its use, not only for extraordinary expense but also for day-to-day
payments that follow an expected flow. It is possible to create simple rules that
expects a given behavior such as paying electricity bills that varies its values in a
given range (and is allowed to be payed once per month, for example). In this sense,
other types of payments would need a more complete set of valid signatures.

City

• In a major scale, as we have emphasized throughout this paper, citizens can enable
the flow of resources with a voting process connected with sovereign digital identi-
ties. Thus, even in a public administration, it becomes possible to create a variety of
rules that will enable decentralized governance with smart accounts.

5. Final Consideration and Future Extensions

This paper summarized different cutting-edge concepts for modern democracy in
smart cities. Key aspects that are defended by smart cities’ studies are used here in order
to highlight how citizens can be empowered by a decentralization of governance. We
highlight that this process will happen with assistance of blockchain and state-of-the-art
procedures guided by smart contracts.

In particular, we introduce a novel tool, called SMACCO, that enables the creation
of smart accounts with a user-friendly programming language. We show that smart
accounts are the core concepts for managing assets and funds on a small to large sphere,
presenting a set of features that provides flexibility, safety and robustness for managing
digital assets. Furthermore, the concept of digital identities is considered in order to
furnish a direction about how to implement the concepts presented here in a public or
industrial scale.

As for future research, we plan to conduct a case of study using the system presented
here, trying to apply it on a small scale scenario, such as for managing condominium
decisions, and assets of its association, of an urban residential building.
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